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Gilma Henthorne
University of Oregon School of Law
1101 Kincaid Avenue
Eugene, Oregon 97204
Dear Gilmal
I know that we do not need moX'e things on the docket, but
hopefully this one is uncontroversial. Enclosed is a copy of the
July 3,1996, decision of the Court of Appeals in the case of
Gottenberg v. Westinghoyse ElectrlQ Corporation. That case
includes a discussion of ORCP Rule 52(A). The court did not
decide whether a party "sElcuring postponement" is the party whose
conduct made the postponement necessary or only one who expressly
requests a postponement. I think that it is crystal clear to me
that "terms" or costs should he awarded against a party whose
conduct made the postponement necessary.

Accordinqly, I propose amending ORCP Rule 52 to make that
abundantly clear. Specifically, I would amend ORCP 52(A) as
follows:
A.. Postponement. When a cause is set and called for
trial, it shall be tried or dismissed, unless good caUSEl is shown
for a postponement. At its discretion, thEl court may qrllont a
postponement, with or without terms, includinll re irinq-t;fte

~~1l;Ileftemeft'6~ ,;~"

~~~ to pay expenses incurred
party.

w..

~.~~

y all. oppos-ing .

I apoloqize for the late submission, but I frankly just read
this case.

Sincerely yours,
LACHENMEIER, ENLOE

RRL:bal
Bill Gaylord (via fax)
Enclosure

& RALL
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION.
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a Pennsylvania corporation;
Nautilus Industries, a division
.ofBroanMfg. Co., Ine.,
a foreign oorporation;
Harley Adams. dbB. Hilt Investments;
and Does 1·10,
Defendant.s,
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and
BROAN MFG. CO.,INC.,

~

a foreign corporation,
Respondent. - Cross-Appell_to
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(C930583CV: CAA89360)

~

.,

Appeal from Circuit Court, Wasbington County.

GayJe Ann N:achtigal, Judge.
Argued and submitted May 6, 1996. .
Carl A. Rodriglles argued the cause for appellant - ~.
respondent. With him on the briefs was Lehner, Mitchell.
Rodrigues & Sears. .
Robin A. Jones argued the cause for respondent - crossappellant With her on the briefwas Lindsay, Hart, Nel1 &
Weigler.

I

I

Before Deits, Presiding Judge, and De Muniz and
Landau, Judges.

DEMUNIZ,J.
Reversed on appeal: on cross-appeal, remanded for reealcnlatien ofreasonable expenses in proving amount of damages resulting from the fire incuned by plaintiff'after defendant's failure to admit and otherwise affirmed.
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party securing the postponement to pay expenses by an
opposingparty.~

DEMUNlZ.J·

We review a trial court's decision to award all, part
or none of the fees for abuse of discretion, but our review of
whether the fees were authorized by the statute is a question
oflaw. Lovejoy Specialty Hospital v. Advocates for Lif,!.121
Or App 160,167, 855 P2d 159, rev den 318 Or 97, 98(1993).

Plaintiff appeals an order awarding extraordinatY
oosts and attorney fees to defendant Breen (defendant)'.
Defendant cross-appeals the award of costs and attorney fees
to plaintiff, pursuant to ORCP 45 and ORCP 46. We reverse
on the appeal and reveme in part on the cross-appeal.

The trial court found that plaintiff was the party
"securing the postponement," within the meaning of ORCP
52 A, and plaintiffargues that the court erred in that ~nding.
Plaintiffcontends that what she asked for and received was
leave to amend her complaint, and because she did not ask
for, and was not benefitted by, the postponement, she was not
the "party securing the postponement." She-also argues that
Brean's costs are not "terms" of postponement, because
Broan did not ask for them when the postponement was
granted.

Plaintiff brought tlJi& action for damages following a
residential fire that occurre4 on August 20, 1991. Plaintiff
alleged that an exhaust fan, manufactured oy defendant,
caused the fire due to a defect in the fan. None of plaintiffs
experts identified specific defect, and plainliffproceeded on
an "indeterminate defect» theory. The case was set for trial on
January 24, 1995. On the first day, the court heard motiOIlll,
and, on the second day, plaintiff moved to amend her complaint to add allegations that the fan was defective in specific
ways. Plaintiff's motion to amend followed a magnified exam- .:
ination of the fan that had been conducted for the first time
the previous evening. Defendant opposed the motion.
The trial courlfound that thereWM no evidence that
plaintiffhad acted in bad faith in moving to amend. The court
concluded that it would be reversible error not to allow the
amendment. Plaintiff informed the court that she was ready
to proceed and did not request a postponement. Defendant .
also did not move for a postponement but argued that iIB
defense would be prejudiced by the amendment. On its own
. motion, the court granted "a continuance for filing of the
amendment, Rule 21 motions and further expert.
examination!.l"
On January 30, defendant filed a "Motion for Assess. ment of Extraordinary Costs Incurred by Defendant," which
were incurred as a result of the continuance. ·The court
granted the motion on the basis of ORCP 52, which provides.
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statute, our task is to discern the legislature's intent from the
text and context and, ifinte:nt is not then clear, to inquire into
legislative history. Here, however, the disputed phrase was
not a legislative enactment. It was part of an amendment to
ORCP 52A promulgated by the Council on Court Procedures.
See ORS 1.735. However, we conclude that the interpretation
of a rule of civil procedure is analogous to that of a statute,
beginning with the elementary requirement that interpretation of a statute or a rule requires consideration ofthe text in
context. If a l'lJie remains ambiguous, we must then look. to
the ":intent" of the Council in adopting the rule, which necessarily recognizes the duty of the council to develop "a system
of continuing review of the Oregon laws relating to civil proeedurel.l" ORS 1.725(3). The analytical approach taken by
the parties here has included the historical context of the
rules, and'we agree with that approach.'

"A. When a cause is set and eal1ed for trial, it sball be
tried or dismissed, unless good cause is shown for a poslr
ponement. At its discretion, the court Dlay grsnt a postponement, with or without terms, including requiring the

• In cases when. the legislature plays JIll active role in the adoption ofa roIe,
... OIlS 1.735m. lis intent mstead oroTin addition Ie the Counoil3 "".Id berei..
- ••1 and would beasoertained in aoconlance with POE•

• The otll8 der.nd",,1&are not. partieolo tm. appeal.
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Since the decision in PGE v. Bureau ofLabor and
Industries, "317 Or 606, 610-12, 859 P2d 1143 (1993), the
Supreme Court has repeatedly stated that, in interpreting a
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The second sentence o(ORCP 52 A. which is the sentence at issue here, was adopted by the Council in response to
Spau.lding v. McCaige, 47 Or App 129, 614 P2d 594 (1980).
See Council on Court Procedures, Staff Comment, 1980,
reprinted in Lisa A. Kloppenberg, Oregon Rules ofCivil Pr0eedure: 1995·1996 Hrmdbook at 144. In Spoulding, the trial
had been set in Canyon City on Febrnary 23, 1979, at which
time the plaintiffs, their counsel and the witnesses whom
they had subpoenaed appeared. Defendant McCaige
appeared by counsel. Defendants Proksel and their ~ttor·
neys, all of whom were scheduled to fly in from Portland,
were not there because weather oonditions prevented their
chartered plane from flying. The court first decided to wait to
see if the flight could be made at a later hour and, when it
could not, the trial eoort had the choice to enter a default
against the Prokse1s or to postpone the trial.ld. at 137. The
court postponed the trial, and after the trial waS concluded,
the court granted the motions for costs against the Proksels. .
On the Proksels' appeal, we oonsidered earlier case
law and statutes in addressing the question "whether Oregon
trial courts have authority to grant a continuance upon the
condition that the moving party pay the expenses of his .
adversary." ld. at 139. We concluded that the answer was
"far from clearl.I" Id, Under the ststutes as they read at that
time, ORCP 52 A allowed a court "upon tmms" to reset a case
after postponement, but ORS 20.110 also limited costs on .
postponement to $H>. We did not, however, resolve the question "whether adoption ofORCP 52 [was) an implied repeal of .
the antiquated $10 limitation of ORS 20.110," id. at 14.1,
because the Proksels had "assumed" that the eourl had
auth<>rity to order payment ofall oftbe expenses,
Fonowing Spaulding, the legislature repealed ORB
20.110, Or Laws 1981, ch898, § 53,and the Council amended
ORCP 52 A to clarifY that one of the tenns under which a
postponement could be- granted was "requiring the party .

securing the postponement to pay expenses incurred by an .
opposing party." However, the language chosen by the Coun·
cil does not makeclear whether the "party securing the postponement" means any party whose conduct made the postponement necessary, as defendant argues, or only a partY
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who expressly requests a postponement, as plaintiff
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contends.
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We do not resolve that issue. Assuming that plaintiff
is the "party securing the postponement" even though she did.
not move for a postponement, we nonetheless agree with her
that the costs here cannot be "terms" of the postpoooment .
when the postponement was granted without any discussion
of costs.
The textofORCP 52 A, that the court may·grant a
postponement, with or without terms," makes the grant of
the pc.stponement concurrent with the imposition of the
"terms" of the grant. That reading is in accord with the facts.
in Spaulding, which was the impetus for the amendment to
ORCP 52 A There, when the court decided to postpone
case, it stated on the record that it had
.. 'tttid .IProkseJs' attome,YS] on the telephone that I was
probably postpming the case, and I was seooUll1y eonsid,
ering allDwing the people whc did appear their out-of.
pocket costs on this. I am still inclined to do that. 1 suppose
the fair thing would be for you gentlemen [the attorneys
prellent} to file a motion and an affidavit summarizing the
situation and setting out your costs .... ". They'll have an
opportunity to respond ....... " Spaulding, 47 Or App at
137-38 (hrackets and ellipses theirs).
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"what the trial court did-announeing it was 'inclined' to
require the nonappearing party to pay the costs of the
appearing parties, but reserving a final ruling until the paropportunity to present written and oral argu_
ties had
DleJlts on the issue-WlOll the functional equivalentofa continuance conditioned on the requirement that certain costs
be paid." Id. at 139.

an

Defendant argues that ordering payment of
expenses need not be at the time of the pc.stponement
because in Spaulding
_
"ltlbe trial court did not inform the Proksels that the pay_
ment of costs was a condition ofthepostponement; it appar.
ently did not even give them the opportunity to consider
Whether to oppose the postponement in that light.'
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The oourt's response, relied on by defendant, shows
the court's awareness that the decision to postpone necessar-

We cannot agree with defendant's understanding of Spauld- .
ing: The trial court's statament .clearly 8~OWS that the court
alerted the Proksels' attorneys to the possibility of costs.

ily resulted in "inconvenience and costs" 1.0 both sides. However, the court did not condition the continuance on payment
of costs. nor did defendant ask for costs at that time. The ..
eourt, erred in granting defendant's later motion for assessment of extraordinary costs when payment of expenses was
not a term ofthe continuanee.s

Defendant also argues that here there was also a
"continuance conditioned" on payment because it was clear
.that defendant intended to move for costs and that the court
responded to that intention. Defendant relies on tbe court's

We tum to defendant's cross-appeal. Defendant first
assigns error to the trial court's grant ofplaintiffs motion for
costs and attorney fees. pursuant 1.0 ORCP 45 and ORCP 46,
for defendant's failure to admit: In February 1995, plaintiff
presented defendant with a request for admission of the
amount ofdamage that had resulted from the fire. Defendant
denied the request but immediately before trial. stipulated as
to plaintiffs damages. Plaintiff later moved for, and was
granted, costs and attorney fees incurred in proving
damages.

statement:
"I didn't want to indicate to either party that I was
unmindful of the inconvenience and costs that have been
experienced by both sides, but that's a matter sueh as-one
factor in the Court looking at its discretion, the age of the
case and those kind of factonl the Court takes into eoasideration and the Court did oonsider that.

"I wouldindicate that I will return the transcript of proceedings to lcounsel for defendant) and I will keep-s-as I
indicated to you, I developed a separate notebook on the
motions and I will keep my notes in this case lin the event
that the _1 should he re-assigned to mel.!"

ORCP 46 C provides:

~
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"If a party fails to admit the genuineness of ~. document or the truth of any matter, as requested under Rule
45, and if the party requesting the admissions thereafter
proves the genuineness of the document or the truth of the
matter, the party requesting the admissions may apply to
the court for an order requiring the other party to pay the
party requesting the admissions the reasonable expenses
incurred in making that proof, including reasonable attor·
ney's fees. The court shall make the order unless it finds
that (1) the request was held objectionable pursuantto Rule
45 Bore, or (2) the admission sought was ofno substantial
importance, or (3) the party failing to admit had reasonable
ground to believe that such party might prevail on the matter, or (4) there was other good reason for the failure to
admit."

However, when those statements are considered in
oontex1.,we do not agree with defendant that the trial court
was ordering payment of costs as a term of. the continuance.
Rather, the court was addressing ruling on various motions
before the court following the postponement. Counsel for
plaintiff noted that "whatever trial judge ends up. vv"ith the
case would probably want to rule on bis own motions and I
would suggest that that would be appropriate." The court
then asked counsel for defendant his preference, and counsel
answered that,
"in light of the amount oftime and effort that's already been
put into the premeeting, pretrial issues I would hope that·
the Court would have-the presiding judge would have the
foresight to send this case back down here. " " " The Court
is very aware·ofthe case and VerY aware of the issues and,
in the light of expedience and costs and all the things that
we all think about when we have to speak to clients and
answer to them, that would be a factor to be considered."

Generally, a trial court's determinations with respect to
ORCP 46 C are discretionary, including the detennination of
whether a part)' reasonably believed it would prevail or had a
:"
• Because of our resolution, we de nl/lf. address whether Mexpe.n.ses" under
ORCP52 A mil}' include an award of.tOOmeyrees.
~

~:~
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to admit. Adams e, Hunter Engineer-
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We reject defendant's argument. As plaintiff points
out, the documentation attached to the request was a compilation ofreeeipts, invoices and estimates ofdamage !bat comprisedthe documentation submitted during trial and to
which defendant stipulated. That documentation was the
basis of the witness's testimony. Furthermore, at the time of
the request, defendant was in possession of plaintiffs entire
claim file, which detailed all the damage and amounts paid
as a result of the fire. We find no abuse of the court's discretion in allowing plaintifi's motion.

ing Co., 126 Or App 392, 397, 868 P2d 788 (1994). We review
for an abuse of discretion.ld.
Defendant argues that plaintiffs motion should
have been denied because defendant had reasonable grounds
to believe that it would prevail on the amount of damages.
Plaintiffs damages had been paid by State Farm Insurance
Company in exchange for subrogation to her claims. Defendant contends that. at the time of the request for admission,
defendant had a pending motion in limine to exclude evidence ofdamages to"plaintiff in excess of$8,709.13, because
it had learned that that was the amount of the losses
incurred by plaintiff that State Farm had not paid. In the
alternative, defendant's motion sought to have State Farm
added as a real party in interest. Defendant argues that making the admission would have been a concession that its
motion was invalid.

Defendant argues, that..if allowing the motion was
not error, the amount of the a\vard was error because the
court awarded plaintiff costs and fees that were incurred
before the request for admission was made. An award pursuant to ORCP 46 C is for "reasonable expenses incurred in
making that proof, including reasonable attorney fees," and
we review for an abuse ofdiscretion, Smo v. Black, 95 Or App
588,592, 770 P2d 925 (1989).

Under ORCP 45 B, a party responding to a request
may deny the request, but a

ORCP46 C provides that, if a party fails to admit a
matter as requested under Rule 45. "andifthe party requesting the admissions thereafter proves the genuineness of the
document or the truth of the matter," the court may award
the party that made the requests "reasonabla expenses in
making proof." (Emphasis supplied.) The plain import afthe
language ofthe rule is that if the failure of a party to respond
to a request for admission necessitates inCUITing additional
expenses, the court may award such expenses as a sanction
for failing to respond. The rule does not contemplate awarding more than that as a punitive sanction for the nonresponding party's actions. As we said in Smo:

"denial shall fairly meet the substance of the requested
admission, and when good faith requires that a party qualify the answer or deny only a part of the matter of which an
admission is requested, the party shall specify SO much ofit
as is true and qualify or deny the remainder."

We agree with plaintiffthat defendant's motion in limine did
not preclude defendant from answering the request by admitting the amount of damages but declining to admit who
incurred them.
.
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"The amounts awarded under - - - ORCP 46C are not
penalties but are reasonable reimbursements for the
expenses necessitated by an unreasonable refusal to
admitl.]" Id. at 591. .
.

Defendant also argues that there were other -good"
reasons for failure to admit the amount of damages claimed,
because much of plaintiffs documentation offered as evidence of damages was in the form ofestimates oflosses without documentation, affidavit or source to show the actual
losses. Therefore, defendant argues, it did not know until
informed immediately before trial that a witness was pre:
pared to testifY that the written estimates were the SB.1R!! as
the damages actually incurred,
. ,

In this case, plaintiff does not argue that an of the
expenses the trial court awarded were necessitated by defendant's refusal to admit; at oral argument, plaintiff conceded
that a SUbstantial portion of lhe expenses already had been
expended before the service of the request for admissions.
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The trial court erred in including feel! and expenses thatwere
not necessitated by defendant's failure to admit.
•

Reversed on appeal; on cross-appeal, remanded COl"
recalculation of reasonable expenses in proving amount of
damages resulting from the fire incurred by plaintiff after
defendant's failure to admit and otherwise affirmed.
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Gilma Henthorne
University of Oregon School of Law
1101 Kincaid Avenue
Euqene, Oregon 97204
Dear Gilma:
I know that we do not need mox-e things on the docket, but
hopefUlly this one is uncontrovex-sial. Enclosed is a copy of the
July 3, 1996, decision of the Court of Appeals in the case of
Gottenberg v. Westinghouse Electric Corporation. That case
includes a discussion of ORCP Rule 52(A). The court did not
decide whether a party "securing postponement" is the party whose
conduct made the postponement necessary or only one who expressly
requests a postponement. I think that it is crystal clear to me
that "terms" or costs should be awarded against a party whose
conduct made the postponement necessary.

Accordingly, I propose amending OROP Rule 52 to make that
abundantly clear. Specifically, I would amend ORCP 52(A) as
follows:
A.. Postponement. When a cause is set and called for
trial, it .hall be tried or dismissed, unless good cause is shown
for a postponement. At its discretion, the court may grant a
postponement, with or without te,rms, i~cludi~9:, r_
~
_
i~}..I1~_ 4;fte '.,
~~~~~~.
.. eee1;l;r~
.l>~eft_eftt;
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, '" ,~.tit~~,~~i~>:::,( to pay expenses incurred .,y an oppos ng
party.
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I apologize for the late submission, but I frankly just read
this case.

Sincerely yours,
LACHENMEIER,

RRLsbal
Bill Gaylord (via fax)
Enclosure

ENLOE & RALL
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Plaintiff appeals an order awarding extraordinarY
costs and attorney fees to defendant Broan (defendant)'.
Defendant cross-appeals the award of costs and attorney fees
to plaintiff, pursuant to ORCP 45 and ORCP 46. We reverse
on the appeal and reverse in part on the cross-appeal.

party securing the postponement to pay expenstl$ by an
opposing paJty."

The trial court found that plaintiff was the party
"securing the postponement, within the meaning of ORCP
52 A, and plaintiffargues that the court erred in that finding.
Plaintiffcontends that what she asked for and received was
leave to amend her complaint, and because she did not ask
for, and was not benefitted by, the POStponement, she was not
the "party .securing the postponement.» She-also argues that
Broan's costs are not "terms" of postponement, because
Broan did not ask for them when the POStponement was
granted.

was

Since the decision in PGE v. Bureau ofLabor and
Ind.ustries, '3l7 Or 606, 610-12, 859 P2d 1143 (1993), the
Supreme Court has repeatedly stated that, in interpreting a
statute, our task is to discern the legislature's intent from the
text and context and, ifintent is not then clear, to inquire into
legislative history. Here, however, the disputed phrase was
not a legislative enactment. It was Part ofan amendment to
ORCP 52 A promulgated by the COimalon Court Procedures.
See ORS 1.735. However, we conclude that the interpretation
of a rule of civil procedure is analogous to that of a statute,
beginning with the elementary requirement that interpretation of a statute or a rule requires consideration of the text in
context. If a nJle remains ambiguous, we must then look to
the "intent" of the Council in adopting the rule, which necessarily recognizes the duty of the council to develop "a system
of continuing review of the Oregon laws relating to civil procedurel.J" ORS 1.725(3). The analytical approach taken by
the Partiejl here has included the historical context of the
rules, and we agree with that approach.'

On January 30, defendant filed a "Motion for Assess. ment of Extraordinary Costs Incurred by Defendant," which
were incurred as a result of the continuance. ·The court
granted the motion on the basis of ORCP 52, which provides,
in part:
"A When a cause is set and called for trial, it shall be
tried or dismissed, unless good cause is shown for a poslr
ponement. At its discretion, the court lIlay grant a poslr
ponement, with or without terms, including requiring the
defendants "'" no!. Jll'l"lies 10this appeal.

.

• In ...... where the /egislalure play. lII1 active role in the adoptionofa ru'e,
... OllS 1.735(11. its intent instead ofor;n addition to the
...,tJIdbe rele••.. lIJldWould be &Soertllined in aooordao"" with POE.
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The trial court found that there
no evidence that
plaintiffhad acted in bad faith in moving to amend. The court
concluded that it would be reversible error not to allow the
amendment. Plaintiffinformed the court that she ...eas ready
to proceed and did not request a postponement. Defendant .
also did not move for a postponement but argued that itS
defense would be prejudiced by the amendment. On its own
. motion, the court granted "a continuance for filing of the
amendment, Rule 21 motions and further expert
examinationU"
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We review a trial court's decision to award all, part
all' none of the fees for abuse of discretion, but our review of
whether the fees were authorized by the statute is a question
oflaw. Louejqy SpeCialty HospiUd v. Advocares for Lik, 121
Or App 160, 167,855 P2d 159, rev den 318 Or 97, 98 (1993).

Plaintiffbrought this action for damages following a
residential fire that eeeurred on August 20, 1991. Plaintiff
alleged that an exhaust fan, manufactured by defendant,
caused the fire due to a defect in the fan. None of plaintiffs
experts identified Ii specific defect, and plaintiffproceeded on
an "indeterminate defect" theory. The case was setfor trial on
January 24, 1995. On the first day, the court heard motions,
and, on the second day, plaintiff moved to amend her complaint to add allegations that the fan was defective in specific
ways. Plaintiffs motion to amend followed a magnified exam- .:
ination of the fan that had been conducted for the first time
the previous evening. Defendant opposed the motion.

• The
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who expressly requests a postponement, as plaintiff
contends.

The seeend sentence ofORCP 52A, which is the sentence at iSSlle here, was adopted by the Council in response to
Spaulding v. McCaige, 47 Or App 129, 614 P2d 594 (1980).
See Council on Court Procedures, Staff Comment, 1980,
reprinted in Lisa A. Kloppenberg, Oregon Rules ofCivil Pr0cedure: 1995-1996 Handbook at 144. In Spaulding, the trial
had been set in Canyon City on February 23, 1979, at which
time the plaintiffs, their counsel and the witnesses whom
they had subpoenaed appeared. Defendant 'McCaige
appeared by eounsel. Defendants Proksel and their ~ttor·
neys, all of whom Wf!re scheduled to fly in from Portland,
were not there because weather conditions prevented their
chartered plane from flying. The court first decided to wait to
see if the flight could be made at a later hour and, when it
could not, the trial court had the choice to enter a default
against the Proksela or to postpone the trial.ld. at 137. The
court postponed the trial, and after the trial was concluded,
the court granted the motions for costs against the Prokse1s. . ...
On the Proksels' appeal, we considered earlier case
law and statutes in addressing the question "whether Oregon
trial courts have authority to grant a continuance upon the
condition that the moving party pay the expenses of his .
adversary." Id. at 139. We conCluded that the answer was
"far from dear I.)" ld, Under the statutes as tbeyread at that
time, ORCP 52 A allowed a court "upon tenns" to reset a case
after postponement, but ORS 20.110 also limited costs on
postponement to $10. We did not, however, resolve the ques- .
tion "whether adoption ofORCP 52 [was) an implied repeal of .
the antiquated $10 limitation of ORS 20.110," id, at 141,
because the Proksels had "assumed" that the court had
authority to order payment of all ofilie eli:penses.

75

We do not resolve that issue. Assuming that plaintiff
is the "party securing the postponement" even though she did,
not move for a postponement, we nonetheless agree with her
that the costs here cannot be "terms" of the postponement .
when the postponement was granted without any discussion
of costs.
The text of ORCP 52 A, that the court may "grant a
postponement, with or without terms," makes the grant of
the postponement concurrent with the imposition of the
"terms" of the grant. That reading is in accord with the facts·
in Spaulding, which was the impetus for the amendment to
ORCP 52 A There, when the court decided to postpone the
case, it stated on the record that it had
'told .IProkseJs' attorneys] on the telephone that [ was
probably postponing the case. and I was seriously eonsidering allowing the people who did appear their out-ofpocket costs on this. I am still inclined to do that. J suppose
the fair thing would be for you gentlemen (the attorneys
present! to file a motion and an affidavit summarizing the
situation and setting out your costs .... ". They'll have an
opportunity to respond ......,'. Spaulding. 47 Or App at
137-38(brackets and ellipses theirs).
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We held that

\

I

Following Spaulding, the legislature repealed ORS
20.110, Or Laws 1981, ch898, § 53, and the Council amended
ORCP 52 A to clarify that one of the terms under which a
postponement could be- granted was "requiring the partY .
securing the postponement to pay expenses incurred by an .
opposing party." However, the language chosen by the Coun- --:eil does not make clear whether the "party securing the post- ..
ponement" means any party whose conduct made the post- ."
ponement necessary, as defendant argues, or only a partY .....:.;
.:;

l

.,.V:;-

.~~

"what the trial court did-announcing it waS 'inclined' to
require the nonappearing party to pay the costs of the
appearing parties, but reserving a final ruling until the parties had an opportunity to present written and oral arguments on the issue-was the functional equivalent of a continuance conditioned on the requirement that certain costs
be paid,"ld. at 139.
Defendant argues that ordering payment of
expenses need not be at the time of the postponement
because in Spaulding
~
"It]be trial court did not inform the Proksels that the payment of costswas a condition ofthe postponement; it appar-

ently did not even give them the opportunity to consider
whether to oppose the postponement in that light."
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The court's response, relied on by defendant, shows
the court's awareness that the decision to postpone necessarily resulted in "inoonvenience and costs" to both sides. However, the court did not condition the oontinuance on payment
of costs, nor did defendant ask for costs at that time. The -.
oourt erred in granting defendant's later motion for assessment of extraordinary costs when payment of expenses was
not a term of the continuance.'

We cannot agree with defendant's understanding of Spauld- .
ing: The trial court's statement .clearly sh.0w s that the court
alerted the Proksels' attorneys to the possibility of costs.
Defendant also argues that here there was also a
"continuance conditioned" on payment because it was clear
.that defendant intended to move for costs and that the court
responded to that intention. Defendant relies on the court"s

We turn to defendant's cross-appeal. Defendant first
assigns error to the trial court's grant of plaintiffs motion for
costs and attorney fees, pursuant to ORCP 45 and ORCP 46,
for defendant's failure to admit: In February 1995, plaintiff
presented defendant with a request for admission of the
amount of damage that had resulted from the fire. Defendant
denied the request but immediately before trialstipuJated as
to plaintiff's damages. Plaintiff later moved for. and was
granted. costs and attorney fees incurred in proving
damages.

statement:
"I didn't want to indicate to either party that 1 was
unmindful of the inconvenience and costs that have been
experienced by both sides, but that'S a matter such as-one
factor in the Court looking at its discretion, the age of the .
case and those kind of factorll the Court takes into consideration and the Court did consider that.
"I wouldindicate that I will return the transcript of proceedings to Icounsel for defendantl and I win keep-as 1
indicated to you, I developed a separate notebook on the
motions and I will keep my notes in this case lin the event
that the casel should be re-assigned to mel.]H
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ORCP 46 C provides:
"If a party fails to admit the genuineness of 8Jl,)' document or the truth of any matter, as requested under Rule
45, and if the party requesting the admissions thereafter
proves the genuineness of the document or the truth of the
matter, the party requesting the admissions may apply to
the court for an order requiring the other party to pay the
party requesting the admissions the reasonable expenses
incurred in making that proof, including reasonahle attorney's fees. The court shall make the order unless it finds
that (1)the request was held objectionablepursuantto Rule
45 B or C, or (2) the admission sought was ofno substantial
importance, or (3) the party falling to admit had reasonable
ground to believe that such party might prevlUl on the matter, or (4) there waS other good reason for the failure to
admit.

However, when those statements are considered in
context, we do not agree ",:ilb defendant that the trial court
was ordering payment of costs as a tenn of. the continuance.
Rather, the court was addressing ruling on various motions
before the court following the postponement. Counsel for
plaintiff noted that "whatever trial judge ends up. with the
case would probably want to rule on his own motions and I
would suggest that that would be appropriate." The court
then asked counsel for defendant his preference, and counsel
answered that,

H

"in light oftbe amount oftime and effort that's already been
put into the premeeting, pretrial issues 1 would hope that·
the Court wouldhave-the presiding judge would have the
foresight to send this case back down here. ...... The Court
is very aware·of the case and very aware of the issues and,
in the light ofexpedience and costs and all the things that
we all think about when we have to speak to clients and
answer to them, that would be a factor to be COIlsidered:'

Generally, a trial court's determinations with respect to
ORCP 46 C are discretionary, including the determination of
whether a party reasonably believed it would prevail or had 8
, Because of our J1!SOIution) we do not address whet.hu "ex;penses" under

0RcP 52 A IllSy include"" "ward of"toomey reee,
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good reason for failing to admit. Adams v. Hunter Engineering Co., 126 Or App 392, 397, 868 P2d 788 (1994). We review
for an abuse of discretion.ld.

We reject defendant's argument. As plaintiff points
out, the documentation attached to the request was a compilation ofrooeipts, invoices and estimates of damage ~at comprised the documentation submitted during trial and to
which defendant stipulated. That documentation was the
basis of the witness's testimony. Furthermore, at the time of
the request, defendant was in possession of plaintiff's entire
claim file, which detailed all the damage and amounts paid
as a. result of the fire. We find no abuse ofthe court's discretion in allowing plaintiff's motion.

Defendant argues that plaintiffs motion should
have been denied because defendant had reasonable grounds
to believe that it would prevail on the amount of damages.
Plaintiffs damages had been paid by State Farm Insurance
Company in exchange for subrogation to her claims. Defendant contends that, at the time of the request for admission,
defendant had a pending motion in limine to exclude evidence ef'damages to'plaintiffin excess of$8,709.13, because
it had learned that that was the amount of the losses
incurred by plaintiff that State Farm had not paid. In the
alternative, defendant's motion sought to have State Farm
added as a real party in interest. Defendant argues that making the admission would have been a concession that its
motion was invalid.

Defendant argues, that; if allowing the motiOn was
not error, the amount of the award was error because the
court awarded plaintiff costs and fees that were incurred
before the request for admission was made. An award pursuant to ORCP 46 C is for ''reasonable expenses incurred in
making that proof, including reasonable attorney fees," and
we review for an abuse ofdiscretion. Smo v. Black, 95 Or App
588,592, 770 P2d 925 (1989).

..

Under ORCP 45 B, a party responding to a request
may deny the request, but a

ORCP 46 C provides that, if a party fails to admit a
matter as requested under Rule 45, "and ifthe party requesting the admissions thereafter proves the genuineness of the
document or the truth of the matter," the court may award
the party that made the requests "reasonable expenses in
1/U1.king proof." (Emphasis supplied.) The plain import ofthe
language ofthe rule is that ifthe failure of a party to respond
to a request for admission necessitates incuning additional
expenses, the court may award such expenses as a sanction
for failing to respond. The rule does not contemplate awarding more than that as a punitive sanction for the nonresponding party's actions. As we said in Smo:

"denial shall fairly meet the substance of the requested
admission, and when good faith requires that a party qualuy the answer or deny oulya part of the matter of which an
admission is requested, the party shallspecuy 80 much ofit
as is true and qualify or deny the remainder."
We agree with plaintiffthat defendant's motion in limine did
not preclude defendant from answering the request by admitting the amount of damages but declining to admit who
incurred them.
.
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"The amounts awarded under *•• ORCP 46C are not
penalties but are reasonable reimbursements for the
expenses necessitated by an unreasonable refusal to
admitl.]" ld. at 591. .
.

Defendant also argues that there were other "good"
reasons for failure to admit the amount of damages claimed,
because much of plaintiff's documentation offered as evidence ofdamages was in the form of estimates oflosses without documentation, affidavit or source to show the actual
losses. Therefore, defendant argues, it did not know unul
informed immediately before trial that a witness was pre:
pared to testilY that the written estimates were the sarne lllI
the damages actually incurred.
. ,

In this case, plaintiff does not argue that an of the
expenses the trial court awarded were necessitated by defendant's refusal to admit; at oral argument, plaintiff conceded
that a substantial portion of the expenses already had been
expended before the service of the request for admissions.
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Thetrialcourterredinincludingf~andexpensesthatwere
not necessitated by defendant's failure to admit.
Reversed on appeal; on cross-appeal, remanded for
recalculation of reasonable expenses in proving amount of
damages resulting from the fire incurred by plaintiff after
defendant's failure to admit and otherwise affirmed.
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